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Perimeter = _________ units   Area = _________ squares 

Write your words correctly in the grid (make sure tall letters go into the top 

boxes, etc). Outline around the words in the boxes carefully.                 

Work out the perimeter, and area.  
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Perimeter = 24 units   Area = 11 squares 

p e t e e r i m r 

Some teachers call these pattern boxes, etc. 

It is recommended that this activity is laminated. 

This can be used for spelling, sight words, or classmate names. 

One letter is spaced out correctly in each column (tall letters reach the top box, 

tail letters go down into the bottom.) 

Outline around the letters carefully in different coloured marker. 

Count each line segment for the perimeter. 

Count each box that contains a letter, or part of a letter for the area. 

It should look like this: 


